
 

CLUB FULLBORE CHRISTMAS FUN SHOOT 

SATURDAY 8th DECEMBER 

At BARTON ROAD RANGE 
Cambridge Rd, Barton, Cambridge CB23 7AR 

Sign on from 8am, shooting starts at 9am sharp 
 

We will be shooting at 100-200-300 

To make it interesting we will be having 6 lanes divided as follows 

Lane 1 the .22 Long Range Challenge  

3 sighting shots and then 10 individually marked shots at each distance. Highest 

combined score will decide the. 

2 classes, scoped and Iron sights (any .22 rifle bipods and front bags allowed) 

Lane 2 The Sniper ½  MOA Dot Challenge  

2 sighting shots marked individually at the 1 ½ MOA target then 3 minutes to fire 3 

unmarked shots at each target. 1½ MOA,  1MOA &  ½ MOA Black Dots, at each distance  

1 point each hit on the 1 ½ Moa, 3 points on the 1 moa and 5 points on the ½ moa  

Highest Combined Score to decide the winner. Any scoped rifle any bipod 

Lane 3 the Historic Challenge (Tin Hat Targets) 

2 Sighting shots marked individually and then 10 unmarked shots in 3 minutes at each 

distance Highest combined score will decide the winner. 

2 classes, scoped and Iron sights, Any pre 1955 service rifle (,no4, mauser, mosin etc.)  front bags and period slings 

allowed 

Lane 4 the Blunderbuss Challenge (Tin Hat Targets) 

Any large metallic calibre cartridge rifle over 8mm (within range limits) eg 45/70 etc 

2 Sighting shots marked individually and then 10 unmarked shots in five minutes at each 

distance Highest combined score will decide the winner. 

Lane 5 and 6 for general plinking / zeroing  

You can have a go at as many of the challenges as you like or just come along and shoot as 

per normal gallery procedure 

Email:  fb_cap@kingslynnstmichaels.org   and state which challenges you would like to do, so we can get an idea of numbers, or enter your 

name on the form pinned to the fullbore notice board in the club house 

(shooters must show a current safe shooters card to shoot on MOD ranges) 


